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Breaking the single atom limit in atomic manipulation: Nonlocal STM induced manipulation 
on Si (111)-7x7
Peter A. Sloan
University of Bath, UK

The tip of a scanning tunnelling microscope can manipulate individual atoms and molecules on a surface with atomic 
precision. Such atomic manipulation is the cutting edge of bottom-up nanoscience. Conventional atomic manipulation 

occurs exclusively in the tunnel junction (i.e., local to the tip) and has revolutionized nanoscience by the painstaking one-atom-
at-a-time construction of bespoke nanostructures for proof-of-principle demonstrations. However, the serial one-at-a-time 
nature of conventional atomic manipulation makes the construction of extended structures impracticable. 

Here report on the system of chlorobenzene on the Si(111)-7x7 surface and the STM tunnel current induced chlorobenzene 
desorption will be reported. As the figure shows, charge injected from the STM tip (at ‘X’) induced molecular desorption of 
chlorobenzene molecules (dark-spots) from the Si (111)7x7 surface generating relatively clean (~10 nm radius) areas of crystal 
surrounding the injection site. The manipulation is therefore nonlocal to the tip, occurring many nanometres distant. This mode 
of manipulation offers the tantalizing possibility of manipulation many molecules in parallel all with (possibly) atomic resolution.

The talk will be concluded with some thoughts on some possible future direction for nonlocal manipulation, what it can tell 
us about the manipulation process, what it may reveal about nanoscale transport properties.
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